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A report by the Environment and Energy Control Agency (ADEMEl emphasises 
that the real Impact of motor vehicle pollution on health is still difficult to 
assess. Nonetheless, it establishes for certain that fuels and vehicles are still 
causing too much pollution. The solutions proposed Include the development 
of 'alternative' fuels such as LPG, compressed natural gas ('CNG'l, blofuels or 
electricity. Other possibilities are the development of public transport, and 
traffic restrictions. France Intends to promote the achievement of a moderate 
level of fuel consumption In new vehicles In the European Union: to 5 litres/ 
100 kilometres (48.5 mpg> by 2005. It Is also proposing the development 
especially through tax measures, of an 'urban electric vehicle' and 'other 
alternative vehicles'. 

The Minister for the Environment has admitted that Co2 emissions In France 
will probably Increase by 7 per cent between now and the year 2000. The 
factors responsible for the Increase in pollution are the large Increase In traffic, 
especially heavy goods vehicles, changes In the regulating of vehicles over 
four years old, and the Increasing proportion of diesel-engine vehicles. Diesel 
is Indeed the fuel that produces the most particles of nitrogen oxide and sulphur 
compounds and attracts the lowest level of tax (72 per cent compared with 80 
per cent for petroll. 

TL 

Oil 
Deliveries of gas oil (+8.9 per centl and Jet fuel (+7.8 per centl Increased 
greatly on the French market In January 1995, compared with the same month 
In 1994. For the year ending January 1995, supplies Increased by 5.1 per cent 
for gas oil and 6.8 per cent for Jet fuel. 

Chemicals 
According to figures published by the French Union of Chemical Industries 
(UICl, after a gloomy 1993, the French chemicals Industry experienced a real 
turn-round In 1994, with a 5.6 per cent Increase In production by volume and 
7 per cent In turnover. The great Increase In volume was accompanied by 
modest price rises ( + 1.4 per cent on average over the year> In spite of the 
soaring prices of some products such as raw materials for plastics, which led to 
problems for Industries downstream. On the other hand, the prices of basic 
organic chemicals are still somewhat below their 1990 level. For 1995, the UIC 
forecasts a 3.5 per cent growth In French chemicals production. TL 

A new oll field has Just gone Into production In lie-de-France, located some 50 
kilometres south of Paris. This Is the lttevllle field which was discovered thanks 
to leading-edge technologies, In particular 3D seismic surveys. 

The lttevllle field should produce between 1 and 2 million tonnes of oil In a 
production life of between ten and fifteen years. 

The annual production of the lie-de-France sector Is exceeding 400,000 
tonnes and represents around 20 per cent of all production In the Paris basin. 

TL 

Legal Provision: § 324 of the German Penal Code states: 

Pollution of Waters 
( 1 l Who pollutes without authorisation the water of who changes Its qualities In a 
disadvantageous manner will be punished with Imprisonment up to five years or 
with a pecuniary fine. 
!3l If the perpetrator acts negligently the punishment Is Imprisonment up to· 
three years or a pecuniary fine. 

Held: Heating oil Installations have to be constructed and operated In such a. 
manner that there Is no danger of polluting the water. They have to be run 
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f the 1nstallat1ons within at least the generally recognised rules. T~e operator O h nge of the has to take the necessary provisions against a d1sadvantageC?us c a 'th regard quality of the water. The installation must be constantly monitred ~~king Into to its imperviousness and the functionality of the safety dev f es. and nature, account the seriousness of the pollution of water for human be ngs high demands have to be placed on the operator. . . of the Oil tanks which are made of steel do rust from the 1ns1de becau;~ed and aggressiveness of the heating oil, so they have to be c?refubllY c~lise after a examined from the Inside every five to seven years. This Is ~ certain number of years fissures can appear in oil sumps from sinking at times Operators of heating oil installations are obll9ated tC? act nC?t o;~~ss of the when they are able to detect without expert advice the imperviou roprlate tank or the collecting oil sump; they also have to make sure f Y aifcprletors measures that no heating oil can leak and contaminate th~ wa er. allations, of leased houses remain jointly liable for the houses' heating 011 ln~lpulat1on at least as long as they do not transfer their duty of care by an express with legal effect to the tenant. 

. 1 hmentthe Comment:§ 324(1) of the German Penal Code threatens with puns iead to unauthorised pollution of the water. Also a negli~ent act may change Imprisonment. Any conduct ls unlawful which leads to a d1sadvantagn~: Act will of the quality of the water. Thus, pollution in the sense of§ 32~ 0 
01 from be caused by the flowing over of an oil tank or the spillage of 011 0~. p~tf eads to a tank lorry,1 or even the negligent causing of an accident w ic tion ls damage caused by oil.2 The negligent act presupposes that the P.011~nduct based on a violation of the duty of care; lt is not required that ther.e /5 f ourt of directed towards feeding the oil into the water. The Provlnc~a negligent Dusseldorf3 held that In the case of the acquittal of charge. ~f t e cessarv pollution of water by reason of the individual lack of foresee?~1ilty, the ;;cernlng comprehensive assessment of evidence presupposes verification c he 1aw. the objective foreseeability if the standard of care was established ~fu~ed for This means that In the case In which the standard of care Is eSta t examine example, by bylaws relating to the construction law, a court .has O relieve carefully the factual circumstances concerning the foreseeability which the person accused from liability. t acts It has been controversial as to whether and to what extent negllgne~urists' should be punishable. However, at its conference in 1988, the Ger~athe basic Conference4 did not adopt a recommendation according to whic nmited provisions of the penal provisions of the environmental law were W b~ which to irresponsible, wilful or Intentional acts. Because of the grave \ e~egUgent pollution of the water cause, it seems that even punishment oft e commission of the offence is accepted by society. result The term 'pollution' In § 324 of the Criminal Code designa~es t~~ved Is with regard to the actual facts - the way In which the result is ac sance Irrelevant. In particular, the law incriminates pollution caused by a non;eivinclal relating to the safety of substances dangerous for the water.5 The r ts bV Court of Saarbrucken6 held that the charge of the commission. of th~igr the a non-feasance presupposes the non-execution of an imperative du Ible and person concerned to act in a manner which meant that it was pass even likely that the negative result would be avoided. . ealin9 § 19g of the German Water Resources Act concerns installations d ion 1, with substances which can be dangerous for water. According to subse~ualltV, Installations for the keeping of such substances have to be of such a nner, have to b~ constructed, set up, maintained and operated In such a ma water that pollution of the water of any other disadvantageous change of t~e tV has quality does not have to be feared. Subsection 3 establishes that this u islons t~ correspond at least to the recognised rules. A violation of these pro~o the will lead to the Imposition of an administrative fine. The reference to the recognised rules permits the adaptation of the legal standard of care n the development of such rules.7 Accordingly, the standard of care depends gyiaws circumstances of the individual case. such rules may be established bV ainst 

6 Provincial court of SaarbrOcken of 27 June 1991, NJW 1991/3045. 

of the German provinces relating to technical construction or protection ag The corrosion, or by recognised standard specifications of the lnd~strY·f the Imperviousness of Installations may be examined by regular inspect1o~s 0 place of setting up, of the tanks and pipes and of the safety devices. f the 
7 Gieseke/Wledemann/Czychowskl, Wasserhaushaltsgesetz, 6th edn, C.H. Beck, 1992, No. 10 to§ 19g. 
8 Sieder/Zeltler/Dahme, 
wasserhaushaltsgesetz, Vol.1, C.H. Beck, supplement August 1994, Nos 5 and 6 to§ 191. 

§ 191 of the German Water Resources Act concerns the duties O ation operator of the Installation. Subsection 2 Imposes on the operator the obllQ afetV to ~onstantly watch for Imperviousness and the functionality of the sa , 1n devices. According to sentence 2 the competent public authority m fsion Individual cases, order that operators conclude contracts for such supe~rtise with special undertakings If they themselves do not have the necessarv exp 
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or If they do not have the experienced personnel. sentence 3 states that In 
certain circumstances the operator has to ask experts to examine the 
installation. 

The operator of an Installation will generally be the owner, lessee, tenant 
or any other person who Is authorised to use It. An operator Is not the person 
who is charged with the servicing or maintenance of the tanks and who does 
not draw a profit from the Installation. Tenants of apartments generally do not 
have the right to control the Installation so they cannot be considered as 
operators. According to legal writers, contractual stipulations do not release 
the operator from llabllity.9 The court, however, considers that the owner of a 
house may effectively transfer the duty of care imposed by the penal law to 
the tenant. It seems appropriate to take Into consideration the purpose of the 
law and to accept the transfer of the liability of the owner as operator of the 
Installation in those cases In which the transfer facilitates the supervision of 
the Installation. 

The German Federal Cartel Office ('Bundeskartellamt' - FCOl has recently Issued 
two further prohlbitlon~decrees concerning demarcation contracts between 
gas distribution companies In East Germany. 

In the first case, Wintershall Erdgas Handelshaus GmbH, Berlin, (WIEHJ and 

Wintershall Gas GmbH, Kassel, (WIGJ had undertaken vis-a-vis verbundnetz Gas 
AG, Leipzig, (VNGl to refrain from the supply of natural gas to third party 
customers In a defined part o.f East Germany, except for certain long-standing 
WIEH/WIG customers. This agreement was concluded as part of a settlement 
between the parties who had previously argued about WIEH's attempt to win 
customers from VNG by way of third party access ff PAl to VNG's distribution 
pipelines (the so-called 'VNG case'.1 In this dispute, the FCO had assisted WIEH 

by ordering VNG to grant access to its pipeline if WIEH was prepared to pay an 
appropriate transit fee. While this order was appealed by VNG and finally annulled 
by the Federal court, VNG, WIEH and WIG In the meantime settled on their 
own terms. 

The FCO considers demarcation agreements to have an anti-competitive 
effect. Under their terms WIEH and WIG are prevented from supplying customers 

In VNG's exclusive territory directly from their own pipeline, as well as by 

transmission through VNG's network. In the FCO's view the dispensation, 

granted In section 103 paragraph 1 No. 1 of the German Law against Restraints 

of Competition (Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschrankungen-'GWB'l for 
demarcation contracts In this case does not apply because a second, parallel 
pipeline already exists (namely WIEH'sl. Thus, the aim of the dispensation, which 
was to prevent uneconomical duplication of expensive Infrastructure 

Investments can no longer be achieved by the demarcation agreement between 

VNG and WI EH/WIG. Thus is does not merit dispensation and the general GWB

rules which forbid such restrictive agreements apply. On these grounds the 
FCO has declared the agreement null and void (decision of 3 March 1995, file 
no. 8-822000-N-01 and -62/94). 

A second decree of similar content was Issued on 7 March 1995 against 
Erdgas Versorgungsgeselischaft mbH Erfurt (EVGJ by the FCO (file no. B B-

833000-N-164/94l. EVG Is a Joint Venture of VNG and Ruhrgas AG operating 
the natural gas supply In Thuringla and parts of Saxonla and Saxonla-Anhalt. 

WIG and EGV have also concluded a demarcation agreement with each other. 
In both cases the concerned parties have appealed against the FCO decrees 

at the Berlin High Court ('Kammergericht' - KGl. 
At the same time (decision of 22 March 1995, file no. B 8-822000-N-139/ 

93l the Federal Cartel Office has revoked Its decree of last year In the Ruhrgas/ 
Thyssen case which also concerned a demarcation agreement (decision of 22 

March 1995, file no. B 8-822000-N-139/93!. According to the FCO this step 

was taken as a consequence of the Federal Court Judgment In the VNG case 
which had ruled, Inter al/a, that the Cartel Office had to consult special energy 

administration agencies before the FCO could take action In this field. Apparently 

the FCO doubted whether It had met those requirements In preparing the 

Ruhrgas/Thyssen decision and - as the decision had already been appealed 
before the courts - preferred to retreat In time. 
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